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Overview
Hurricane MARIA was a large, powerful, Category-4 hurricane that ripped across the heart of Puerto
Rico on 20 September 2017.
The author was in Palmas Del Mar in Humacao (18.08149N 65.79847W)—very close to the landfall
point—to document this event.
Key observations:
•

Duration. The hurricane’s core—accompanied by destructive winds—lasted about 4 hours:
from ~4 am to ~8 am AST.

•

Minimum pressure. The lowest recorded pressure was 929.4 mb at 5:47 am AST, as
MARIA’s center passed a few miles to the S. (It dipped below 929 mb between 1-min samples.)

•

Concentric eyewalls. MARIA was apparently undergoing an eyewall replacement cycle (ERC)
at landfall, and this resulted in distinctly observable double wind maxima on the ground. The
lowest pressure coincided with the destructive winds of the inner eyewall. A ~20-minute lull
happened about a half hour later, followed by another period of destructive winds with only a
slight change in direction. This lull separating the two wind maxima was apparently a moat
between the decaying inner eyewall and increasingly dominant outer eyewall.

•

Extreme pressure gradients in inner core. There were rapid pressure changes before and
after the minimum pressure. Assuming the cyclone’s forward speed was 9 kt, these changes
suggest gradients of up to ~7 mb/n mi.

MARIA at 6:15 am AST 20 Sep, near landfall. Author’s location is marked by the star. (GOES-16 image from
CIMSS/SSEC/University of Wisconsin – Madison. Data preliminary, non-operational, & undergoing testing.)
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Location
The author observed the passage of Hurricane MARIA in Palmas Del Mar in Humacao, Puerto Rico,
at 18.08149N 65.79847W. This location is at The Plaza Suites Hotel—on the SE coast of Puerto Rico,
~190 meters from the ocean and ~0.7 n mi N of the Humacao/Yabucoa border. It’s also ~4.5 n mi SSE
of the Humacao city center.
As per NHC advisory positions, this location was very close to the cyclone’s landfall point, and only ~5
n mi N of MARIA’s exact center (at its point of closest approach).
The author arrived at this location the afternoon before the MARIA struck, and remained there until the
cyclone had passed.
The Chase Map shows the author’s location (black star) in relation to MARIA’s center (colored
points), as per NHC advisory positions. (Chase Map (FAR) and (FAR 2) are wider views.)

Figure 1: Chase Map
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Figure 2: Chase Map (FAR)

Figure 3: Chase Map (FAR 2)
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Chronology
MARIA’s exact center crossed the Puerto Rico coast just S of the author’s location in Palmas Del Mar,
Humacao. The author observed the hurricane’s passage from a fourth-floor, SW-facing balcony. The
cyclone’s destructive core—including the inner eyewall—passed right over this observation point.
Following is a detailed chronology of observed conditions in Palmas Del Mar during the hurricane’s
passage—reconstructed from the author’s time-stamped video footage, social-media postings
(Tweets) made in real time, notes, and air-pressure data.
Color key:
•
•
•

Pink = violent winds—defined here as winds that inflict structural damage.
Blue = lull.
Yellow highlight = minimum air pressure.

Please note:
•
•
•

Start and end times of these phases were subjectively determined (without wind data) and
should be considered approximate.
Some air-pressure values indicated in real-time Tweets during the event have since been
corrected to match data recorded by Device 1.
Wind direction is not indicated until daylight hours, as author was unable to accurately assess it
in the predawn darkness.

All times are local (AST):
TIME (AST)

MB

WIND DIR

CONDITIONS

1:45 am

996.9

--

warm; windy; very light rain

2:15 am

994.6

--

very strong winds suddenly; communications failing;
moderate rain

3:45 am

982.1

--

big, steady howling sound; trees dancing wildly;
communications almost totally down; heavy rain

4:10 am

975.2

--

extremely strong winds, constant howling; loud crashes
above (sounds like some of roof tore away); heavy rain

4:20 am

972.7

--

smashing sounds; hammering on roof; roaring;
sounds of destruction; trees crazy; ears hurting;
heavy rain

4:30 am

968.3

--

building groaning; airplane sounds; pressure falling like
a rock; heavy rain

4:45 am

962.9

--

tremendous, violent gust sent me running for cover;
I emerged to destruction up & down street: trees down,
big piles of roof tiles & debris, etc.

5:07 am

950.6

--

airplane & howling sounds; wind coming in pulses,
ramping up, increasing; heavy rain

5:10 am

949.1

--

neighbors seek refuge in my room because their
NE-facing windows have blown out

5:18 am

947.1

--

roaring sound coming from direction of beach (E & SE);
wind seems to be shifting
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TIME (AST)

MB

WIND DIR

CONDITIONS

5:28 am

939.7

--

howling getting louder; pressure falling extremely fast

5:35 am

937.0

--

big part of roof blows off—much of it falling past windows
& onto patio with tremendous crash

5:43 am

932.5

--

very destructive winds; sounds of destruction

5:47/5:48 am

929.4

--

strongest winds of the night
(Note: Pressure actually dipped below 929 mb, but this
occurred between 1-min samples & was not recorded.)

5:52 am

933.2

E to ESE

dawn; hurricane winds ripping full throttle, raking
landscape; heavy rain

6:00 am

933.4

E to ESE

powerful winds; heavy rain

6:18 am

939.6

ESE

burst of especially violent winds; rain much heavier;
wind seems to be shifting

6:22 am

938.8

ESE

winds suddenly slackening, rain much lighter

6:33 am

947.3

ESE

much calmer (still windy, but a gale—not a hurricane);
light rain; much-improved visibility

6:41 am

949.9

SE

heavy rain returning, wind picking up

6:43 am

951.4

SE

wind rapidly increasing

6:56 am

956.7

SE to SSE

powerful & destructive winds; extremely heavy rain;
wind shifting

7:00 am

958.6

SE to SSE

violent gusts; heavy rain; constant whistling sound

7:10 am

965.6

SE to SSE

powerful winds; extremely heavy rain; periods of
near-100% whiteout; windows & doors rattling violently;
whistling sound

7:20 am

970.1

SE to SSE

powerful winds; extremely heavy rain; whiteouts;
looking out windows like being in airplane flying
through clouds; whistling sound

7:25 am

973.6

SE to SSE

violent winds, extremely heavy rain; near-100% whiteout

7:30 am

974.5

SSE

violent winds; extremely heavy rain; moments of 100%
whiteout—can’t see anything beyond balcony railing

7:38 am

977.2

SE to SSE

whiteout clearing, visibility improving; still powerful winds

7:40 am

977.3

SE to SSE

more big gusts; heavy rain

7:50 am

981.1

SSE

wind still very strong, but lessening; rain not as heavy

9:00 am

990.2

SSE

storm dying down: still windy & rainy, but just gales now

___
Most of the moments described in this chronology are captured in the author’s timestamped video of the
event: https://youtu.be/Ae96xf293Dc.
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Structural Observations
Hurricane MARIA was apparently undergoing an eyewall replacement cycle (ERC) as it made landfall in
Puerto Rico. Radar showed two distinct, concentric eyewalls:
•
•
•

The outer eyewall by this point had consolidated and become quite vigorous.
However, the tiny inner eyewall was not decaying quickly, and it remained potent.
A distinct moat separated these inner and outer eyewalls, creating a lull between double wind
maxima.

The 5:50 am AST radar shot—which was the very last one before radar failure—reveals these structural
features. Figures 4 and 5 are different zooms of this final shot; Figure 6 is an even tighter zoom of the
same shot, with the structural features labeled.
This concentric eyewall structure (and double wind maxima) explains what was an initially puzzling
sequence of events on the ground, at the author’s location in Palmas Del Mar (described in detail in the
Chronology section, above).
To review in the context of this structural discussion:
1. Inner Eyewall (N). Powerful and destructive winds coincided with the minimum pressure at
5:47 am. There was no calming, even though radar shows the N edge of the oblong, elliptical
eye seemed to scrape the author’s location.
•

Figure 7 shows highly zoomed-in views of the final two radar shots—captured at 5:45
and 5:50 am, just at the time of the lowest pressure in Palmas Del Mar. The author’s
location is marked with a white star.

2. Inner Eyewall (NE). Powerful winds continued, with an especially violent burst from 6:18 to
6:21 am. Although there are no radar images from this time, it’s likely this violent burst was
caused by the NE quadrant of the inner eyewall passing over the author’s location. This was
the inner wind maximum.
3. Moat. A distinct lull occurred from 6:22 to 6:40 am. Rain became light and visibility
improved—and while winds never totally calmed, they reduced from a full-on hurricane to a
gale. On casual observation, this seemed like an eye feature—however, even without having
had any communication with the outside world (no radar, no NHC position updates, etc.) for a
couple of hours by this point, the author realized in real-time this probably wasn’t an eye, since
the air pressure was already back up to 939 mb (~10 mb above the minimum) and rising
rapidly. This lull was likely the moat depicted in the 5:50 am radar shot (labeled in Figure 6).
•

Note: What’s described here as the “moat” was likely the precursor to the new, larger,
post-ERC eye that emerged as the inner eyewall decayed and the cyclone exited
Puerto Rico.

4. Outer Eyewall. At 6:41 am, turbulent conditions returned and built to a roaring climax, with
violent winds, extremely heavy rain, and whiteout conditions hammering the author’s location
from ~6:56 to almost 8 am. This was likely the large and powerful outer eyewall (labeled in
Figure 6). This was the outer wind maximum.
Refer to the Chronology section (above) for more detail Re: the minute-by-minute conditions.
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Figure 4: Radar Image—Final Before Landfall
This final radar image was captured at 5:50 am AST, just before landfall. (Image: RadarScope)

Figure 5: Radar Image—Final Before Landfall (CLOSE)
A zoomed-in look at the 5:50 am radar image reveals distinct concentric eyewalls, and the
moat separating them. (Image: RadarScope)
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Figure 6: Radar Image—Final Before Landfall (CLOSE—LABELED)
The same 5:50 am radar shot—this time with the eye, inner eyewall, moat, and outer eyewall
labeled. (Image: RadarScope)

Figure 7: Radar Images—Final Two Before Landfall (CLOSE)
The final two radar images before landfall show the eye had an oblong, elliptical shape as it
approached the coast. The author’s location—marked with a white star—is seen near the N
edge of the eye (5:45 am) and in the inner eyewall (5:50 am). (Images: RadarScope)
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Air Pressure Data
Th author collected quality-controlled air-pressure data with two Kestrel 4500s.
The devices were deployed in a safe place in the author’s fourth-floor hotel room—on the bathroomsink counter (coordinates: 18.08149N 65.79847W). The device remained essentially undisturbed during
the passage of the cyclone.
The sampling rate was one reading per minute (1/min).
The pressure traces for Devices 1 and 2 are below: Barogram—Device 1 and Barogram—Device 2.
Barogram—Device 1 (CLOSE VIEW) is a zoomed-in look at the Device 1 data collected during the
passage of the cyclone’s core.

Calibration
Geographer James Hyde checked local data and estimated the ground elevation at the observation
location to be 34 ft. However, two tests using a Kestrel 4500 as a pressure altimeter (from a starting
point on the beach, at sea level) yielded an elevation of ~25 ft, and that value was used as the
reference elevation.
To calibrate the devices, the author used a reference altitude of 66 ft—which is the assumed ground
elevation (25 ft) plus additional altitude to account for being on a countertop on the hotel’s fourth floor.

Minimum Pressure
Devices 1 and 2 matched fairly well, showing similar minimum readings simultaneously a little before 6
am, as the cyclone’s exact center passed just S of the observation point:
•

Device 1: 929.4 mb at 5:47 & 5:48 am AST
o Note: The author observed the display dip below 929 mb, but this occurred between
1-minute samples and therefore wasn’t recorded by the device.

•

Device 2: 929.9 mb at 5:47 am AST

As both devices are considered equally accurate and reliable, iCyclone’s official minimum pressure
during Hurricane MARIA is 929.4 mb.
The complete data are graphed in Figures 8 and 10, below. Figure 9 is a close view of the Device 1
data recorded during the passage of the cyclone’s destructive core.

Core Gradient
The data show extremely steep air-pressure gradients in MARIA’s inner core—great pressure changes
over small distances that are among the highest this author has measured.
Methodology
The cyclone’s forward speed was used to calculate how much time it took for each nautical mile of the
cyclone to pass the author’s fixed location. Gradients were then calculated by noting the change in
pressure across these 1-n-mi samples of the cyclone:
1. As per NHC advisories, MARIA was moving at 9 kt at the time of landfall in Puerto Rico.
2. Using this forward speed, it was assumed the author’s fixed location sampled 1 n mi of the
cyclone every 6 minutes 40 seconds.
3. Since the air-pressure sampling rate was 1/min, pressure changes over 7-minute periods were
multiplied by 0.952381 to calculate the change over 6 minutes 40 seconds (the time a 1-n-mi
sample of the cyclone would take to pass the fixed observation point).
__
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Peak Gradients
Applying this methodology, extremely steep gradients were noted before and after the time of minimum
pressure—on both devices:
Device 1
•

7.0 mb/n mi from 5:39 to 5:46 am AST (derived from a 7.3-mb drop over 7 minutes).
o These were the final minutes leading up to the minimum pressure at 5:47 am.

•

6.9 mb/n mi from 6:21 to 6:28 am AST (derived from a 7.2-mb rise over 7 minutes).
o This gradient was observed in the inner part of the moat between the inner and outer
eyewalls—during the relative lull.

Device 2
Peak gradients recorded on Device 2 were very similar to those recorded on Device 1, and they
coincided with the Device 1 peaks almost to the minute:
•

7.0 mb/n mi from 5:38 to 5:45 am AST (derived from a 7.4-mb drop over 7 minutes).

•

7.1 mb/n mi from 6:22 to 6:29 am AST (derived from a 7.5-mb rise over 7 minutes).

Figure 9 is a zoomed-in view of the Device 1 pressure data collected in the cyclone’s core, with the
passage of these peak gradients indicated in orange.
Limitations
Of course, these calculations are very rough, with limitations to their accuracy. They do not factor in:
•

•

Center’s motion in relation to the observation point. These calculations assume MARIA’s
center moved directly to and away from the fixed observation point, in a straight line, so that the
isobars moved perpendicular to the location. As it’s unlikely the motion was this perfectly ideal
for sampling the cyclone’s gradient, the peak gradients may have been even steeper than these
figures indicate.
System weakening. MARIA was slowly filling during this time and the central pressure was
rising. Given the very short sample periods—7 minutes—this factor probably isn’t significant.
However, the peak gradient on the front side (during the cyclone’s approach) may be slightly
underrepresented, and the gradient on the backside (during the cyclone’s departure) may be
slightly exaggerated.
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Figure 8: Barogram—Device 1
Air-pressure data reveal the minimum value of 929.4 mb occurred at 5:47 am AST, as the
cyclone’s exact center passed very near Palmas Del Mar. The approximate period of violent
winds is indicated in pink; the relative lull of the moat (between the inner and outer eyewalls) is
indicated in blue.
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Figure 9: Barogram—Device 1 (CLOSE VIEW)
A close view of the hours during which the inner core—and violent winds—of the hurricane
passed over Palmas Del Mar. The relative lull of the moat (between the inner and outer eyewalls)
is indicated in blue; peak gradients are indicated in orange. (The time period is 4:10 to 7:49 am
AST.)
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Figure 10: Barogram—Device 2
The pressure profile and minimum pressure for Device 2 is very similar to Device 1, with
negligible differences.
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Images
Following are images from during and after the passage of Hurricane MARIA in Palmas Del Mar.

At dawn, MARIA’s center was passing very close to the author’s location, and the inner eyewall
was raking Palmas Del Mar in Humacao.

MARIA’s core brought violent winds and complete whiteout conditions to Palmas Del Mar.
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The view from the author’s fourth-floor observation point before MARIA.

The view from the author’s fourth-floor observation point after MARIA.
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The solid-concrete buildings of Palmas Del Mar performed well in MARIA’s extreme, high-end
Cat-4 winds, with mostly superficial damage. Trees and vegetation, however, were brutalized.

Another example of superficial building damage juxtaposed with heavy tree damage.
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Deciduous trees were 100% defoliated, giving the deep-tropical landscape a wintry quality.

More extreme defoliation. Trees were completely stripped.
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In Palmas Del Mar’s marina, boats were tossed around like toys—or sunk.

Wind and water damage around the marina was heavy.
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Large palm trees were felled or in many cases snapped mid-trunk.

More snapped palm trees—evidence of extremely high winds.
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The previously lush, green hills around Palmas Del Mar were scoured bare and left brown.

Another view of the scoured hills.
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Video Footage
Everything described above can be seen in the author’s 21-minute video summary of the event.
Find it on YouTube (https://youtu.be/Ae96xf293Dc) or on the iCyclone Website
(http://icyclone.com/chases/maria-2017.html).
All of the footage is timestamped in local time (AST).

Questions or Feedback?
Get in touch:
Josh Morgerman
josh.morgerman@symblaze.com
info@icyclone.com
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